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Trust is a crucial component in collaborative multiagent systems (MAS) involving humans and au-
tonomous AI agents. Rather than assuming trust based on past system behaviours, it is important to
formally verify trust by modelling the current state and capabilities of agents. We argue for verify-
ing actual trust relations based on agents’ abilities to deliver intended outcomes in specific contexts.
To enable reasoning about different notions of trust, we propose using the refinement-based formal
method Event-B. Refinement allows progressively introducing new aspects of trust - from abstract to
concrete models incorporating knowledge and runtime states. We demonstrate modelling three trust
concepts and verifying associated trust properties in MAS. The formal, correctness-by-construction
approach allows to deduce guarantees about trustworthy autonomy in human-AI partnerships. Over-
all, our contribution facilitates rigorous verification of trust in multiagent systems.

1 Introduction

Trust is a crucial contextual concept in multiagent systems (MAS), representing the cognitive state of a
trustor towards a trustee [3]. While there are various accounts of trust, in this work, we focus on trust
with respect to accomplishing tasks. While trust modelling in MAS has historically relied on reasoning
about past behaviours[9], recent work emphasises integrating current context rather than fully depending
on history. This involves verifying what agents can actually deliver based on their present capabilities,
beyond reputations. We argue for complementing offline safety assurances with online trust verification
for autonomous systems. Consider an autonomous delivery vehicle (ADV) tasked with transporting
goods. Offline verification during design suffices for basic safety and whether the ADV is reliable in
general (regardless of their current state and how they can perform in the context). However, assessing
trust online for a particular delivery also requires checking the ADV’s abilities given its current battery,
payload etc. against user requirements.

Trust modelling in MAS, and what we introduce as “actual trust”, entails representing different as-
pects like agents’ abilities, knowledge and commitments. To model such a multidimensional notion,
refinement techniques like Event-B [1] allow correct-by-construction modelling [7, 5]. Our key con-
tribution is a refinement-based approach that supports formally verifying various trust concepts. We
demonstrate formally modelling three trust notions relating to agent abilities, knowledge and commit-
ments. The automated consistency guarantees complement offline assurance for trustworthy autonomy
and human-AI partnerships [10, 11]. This work is an initial step on modelling trust using Event-B’s
refinement strategy that practically enables step-wise verification of actual trust between agents in au-
tonomous systems.

2 Actual Trust: Power, Knowledge, and Commitments

In modelling and reasoning about trust, it is key to distinguish what an agent may rely on due to past
behaviour of another agent and their typical behaviour from what in a given situation agents are actually
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able to deliver. While the former category of trusting has a retrospective view, and uses history to reason
about trust [9], the latter form of trust is to reason about what the other agent can actually deliver and
has basis in what is known in the theory of causality as actual causality [6]. In this work, we focus on
the latter notion, refer to it as actual trust and understand it as a relational notion between two agents or
agent groups i (as the trustor) and j (as the trustee) and say in a particular multiagent system M, i trusts
j with respect to task t only if i is able to verify that j is able and committed to deliver t. To model and
verify our notion of actual trust, as knowledge of another agents’ ability and commitment to ensure a
particular task, it is important to highlight how it relates to its key components conceptually.

Trusting for ability to materialise eventualities: In contrast to purely history-oriented perspectives
to trust, that look at the history and trust an agent to behave similar to its past behaviour, we deem
that trusting needs to be fine-tuned based on the current state of the system and actions agents are able
to execute and what agents intend to deliver. For instance, even if an ADV was successful in former
deliveries, it may be suffering from a low battery now and unable to deliver tasks. So, one should fine
tune trust in the agent’s power to deliver based on the current situation.

Trust as an epistemic state: We understand actual trust as an epistemic notion meaning that it is
essentially about knowledge of the trustor on how another agent relates to a particular event. Recalling
the running example, the user needs to reason about abilities of an ADV, consider its publicly announced
intentions, and verify if the ADV can be trusted for a particular delivery. This form of trust allows
specification of trust in different contexts and for different types requirements and knowledge levels. For
instance, a given ADV j may be seen as “trusted for delivering 5kg of groceries” but this trust may not
extend when it comes to passenger pickup..

Public commitments as a proxy to intentions: When we are dealing with autonomous AI agents,
we need to consider that being able to deliver a task fundamentally differs from delivering the task.
Imagine that an ADV v with a full battery and ability to deliver some goods is located relatively close to
an agent i with a delivery task t. In this case, i can’t simply assume that v can be trusted for delivering t as
it may be already committed to deliver tasks other than t or is in the middle of other plan executions. To
handle this, we use notion of publicly-announced commitments as a proxy to model what agents intend
to bring about.1

3 Refinement-Based Trust Formal Modelling and Verification

Background knowledge: Event-B [1] is a refinement-based formal method for system develop-
ment. The mathematical language of Event-B is based on set theory and first order logica. An
Event-B model consists of two parts: contexts for static data and machines for dynamic behaviour.
An Event-B model is constructed by making progressive refinements starting from an initial ab-
stract model which may have more general behaviours and gradually introducing more detail that
constrains the behaviour towards the desired system. Each refinement step is verified to be a valid
refinement of the previous step.

aPlease refer to Event-B Language user manual https://wiki.event-b.org/index.php/Event-B_Language
for extra support to understand the presented model.

Benefiting from refinement technique in building Event-B formal model, instead of one single-layer
complex design model of system, we propose to gradually introduce different concepts of actual trust

1Note that assuming full access to agents’ intentions is against separation of concerns, privacy, and encapsulation as key
design principles in safe and responsible AI and software development.

https://wiki.event-b.org/index.php/Event-B_Language
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through refinement steps. Figure 1 presents our vision idea of applying refinement-based development
to model actual trust in autonomous systems 2. Left side illustrates the trust relationship between trustor
and trustee, while right side presents the structure of our proposed Event-B formal model, including three
levels of refinements: machines (M0, M1 and M2) and associated contexts (cntx0, cntx1 and cntx2).

M0_abs

M1_knwl

M2_int

refines

refines

Abstract model: trust and power (strategic trust)

1st Refinement: trust and trustor knowledge (epistemic trust)
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cntx1
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actual trust

trustor trustee
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trustor knowledge

trustor trustee

actual trust
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sees

Figure 1: Trust Modelling and the Refinement Strategy

In line with trust key components and first-order building blocks presented in Section 2, starting
from the top level, trust is first modelled as an abstract relationship between two agents, trustor and
trustee, M0_abs; followed by first refinement level where trustor knowledge is introduced, M1_knwl.
Then trustee intention is introduced in a further refinement level, M2_int.

3.1 Modelling trust in Event-B

Agents and tasks are defined as a set in the context cntx0, which is partitioned to two sub-sets: trustors
and trustees:

Background knowledge: An Event-B context contains carrier sets s, constants c, and axioms A(c)
that constrain the carrier sets and constants.

CONTEXT cntx0
SETS AGENTS TASKS CONSTANTS trustors trustees
AXIOMS axm1 : trustors⊆ AGENTS // Definition: Subset ⊆

axm2 : trustees⊆ AGENTS
axm3 : partition (AGENTS, trustors, trustees)

Definition 1. Abstract (strategic) trust: agent i weakly (abstraction) trusts j regarding task t if j has an
action or a sequence of actions available to it to ensure e. We are operating in a cooperative setting,
hence assuming that agents share information and have perfect knowledge of themselves as well as other
agents’ abilities. We define trust in terms of the ability to deliver t.

Trust is modelled as a three-dimension relation variable between a trustor, a set of trustees and a task,
in the abstract machine. In M0_abs, an invariant, inv1, is specifying the agent_task variable as a function
between a subset of trustees and a single task, indicating the task that can be delivered by a subset of

2Note that because of space limitation, the Event-B model of trust is not fully presented here. And for simplicity, in purpose
of demonstrating the vision idea, we model trust in its simplest definition.
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trustee agents. And inv2 is specifying the trustor_trustee_task variable indicating the relation between a
trustor and a pair of agent_task.

Background knowledge: An Event-B machine contains variables v, invariant predicates I(v) that
constrain the variables, and events. In Event-B, a machine corresponds to a transition system where
variables represent the states and events specify the transitions.

@inv1: agent_task ∈ P(trustees) 7→ tasks // specifies which agents are able to deliver which task
// Definition: Powerset: P(S) = {s | s ⊆ S}
// Definition: A function (agent_task) is a relation with the restriction that each element of the

domain (P(trustees)) is related to a unique element in the range (tasks); a many to one mapping
// Definition: Set membership ∈
@inv2: trustor_trustee_task ∈ trustors 7→ agent_task // specifies set of triples i 7→ (j 7→ t), when

agent i can trust a set of agents j to deliver task t

The event trust is adding a new triple to the trustor_trustee_task variable, act1. While grd1− 3 is
checking the type of the event parameters, grd4 is indicating the above definition, ensuring j is able to
deliver task t; guards grd5−8 are described later.

Background knowledge: An event in a machine, comprises a guard denoting its enabling-condition
and an action describing how the variables are modified when the event is executed. In general, an
event e has the following form, where t are the event parameters, G(t, v) is the guard of the event,
and v := E(t, v) is the action of the event: e== any t where G(t,v) then v := E(t,v) end

event trust any i j t
where @grd1 : i ∈ trustors

@grd2 : j ∈ P(trustees)
@grd3 : t ∈ tasks
@grd4 : t ∈ agent_task[{j}] // j is able to deliver task t
// Definition: relational image: r[S] = {y | ∃x·x ∈ S ∧ x 7→ y ∈ r} where S is a set
@grd5 : i /∈ j // to preserve inv3
// Definition: Set non−membership /∈
@grd6 : j ̸=∅ // abstract guard to preserve inv4

@grd7 : j⊆ knowledge[{i}] // refining guard to preserve inv4
@grd8 : commitments[i 7→ (j 7→ t)]= {TRUE} // refining guard to preserve inv4

then @act1: trustor_trustee_task := trustor_trustee_task ∪ {i 7→ (j 7→ t)}
// Definition: Union ∪

Running example: For instance, for an agent i and an ADV j and task of “delivering 5kg of groceries”,
i can trust j only if “delivering 5kg of groceries” is within the allocated tasks to j: grd3. Then, act1 will
add a new triple of (i, j, t) to the variable set trustor_trustee_task.

3.2 Modelling verifiable trust properties

To propose the idea of formal verification of properties of trust in autonomous systems, here we present
two invariants, specifying two fundamental trust properties. inv3 is specifying that an agent i would not
trust itself to deliver a specific task t. And inv4 is specifying avoiding trust deadlock, that for each trustor
i and task t, there is always a non-empty subset of trustees j that can deliver t.
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@inv3: ∀ i , j· i ∈ trustors ∧ j ∈ P(trustees) ∧ i ∈ dom(trustor_trustee_task)⇒ i /∈ j
// Definition: Conjunction ∧ , Universal quantification ∀ , Implication ⇒
// Definition: Domain: dom(r) ∀r·r ∈ S ↔ T ⇒ dom(r) = {x·(∃y·x 7→ y ∈ r)} where S and T are sets
@inv4: ∀ i , t · i ∈ trustors ∧ t ∈ tasks⇒ (∃ j · j ∈ P(trustees) ∧ j ̸=∅)
// Definition: Existential quantification ∃

3.3 Verifying trust properties

Background knowledge: Event-B is supported by the Rodin tool set [2], an extensible open source
toolkit which includes facilities for modelling, verifying the consistency of models using theorem
proving and model checking techniques, and validating models with simulation-based approaches.

One of the generated proof obligations (PO) for an Event-B model, is ”invariant preservation”:
e / v / INV (where e is the event name, and v is the invariant name)
INV PO ensures that the property specified in the invariant INV is preserved by event e. To preserve

the trust properties defined in inv3 and inv4, the event trust is guarded by grd5 and grd6, see above. Two
POs trust/inv3/INV and trust/inv4/INV are generated and automatically discharged by Rodin tool.

3.4 Refining trust

Next, we introduce the refined notion of epistemic trust in which agents’ knowledge is integrated.
Definition 2. Refined (epistemic) trust: for a stronger notion of trust we require a variable of knowledge
specifying the knowledge relationship between two agents i, j, indicating whether i is fully aware of j’s
abilities.

Refining model M1_knwl introduces the knowledge variable to model the knowledge of trustors
about trustees:

@inv1: knowledge ∈ trustors↔ trustees
// Definition: A relation (knowledge) is a set of ordered pairs; a many to many mapping.

Running example: For instance, a given ADV j may be seen as “trusted for delivering 5kg of gro-
ceries” by an agent i who is fully aware of j’s abilities but not by agent v who is not aware of j and that
j has the capacity to ensure t.
Definition 3. Refined (commitment) trust: for a stronger notion of trust we require a variable of commitments
specifying a function that takes a trust triple (i, j, t) and determines whether agent j is committed to de-
liver task t for agent i. We refine the trust model, not only in terms of the ability, but also the commitment
to deliver t.

And refining model M2_int introduces the commitment variable to model the intention of trustees to
deliver the associate task (for simplicity in this paper, we model commitment as a Boolean indicating
whether an agent(s) as trustee intends to deliver the associated task or not):

@inv1: commitments ∈ trustor_trustee_task→ BOOL

inv4 is refined to include the knowledge property in M1_knwl and commitment specification in M2_-
int:

@inv4: ∀ i , t · i ∈ trustors ∧ t ∈ tasks⇒
(∃ j · j ∈ P(trustees) ∧ j ̸=∅ ∧ (j 7→ t) ∈ agent_task ∧
j⊆ knowledge[{i}] ∧ commitments[i 7→ (j 7→ t)]= {TRUE} ∧
i 7→ (j 7→ t) ∈ trustor_trustee_task)
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And refining event trust includes extra guards grd7 and grd8 to preserve inv4, see above. Not
providing these guards results in failed generated INV POs.

Running example: For instance, for an agent i and an ADV j and task of “delivering 5kg of groceries”,
i can trust j only if “delivering 5kg of groceries” is within the allocated tasks to j: grd3 (verified in the
abstract machine), and i is fully aware of j’s abilities: grd7 (verified in the machine M1_knwl) and j is
committed to deliver 5kg of groceries to i: grd8 (verified in the machine M2_int).

Model checking trust properties: The presented Event-B model can be model checked by instanti-
ating the context elements, for example for the ADV system. Also the scenario checker integrated in
Rodin can demonstrate difference scenarios of the desire system. Due to the concise nature of this work
and space limitation, we are unable to include the model checking experience.

4 Concluding Remarks and Future Directions

The step-wise refinement approach presented in this paper, demonstrates three notions of actual trust,
and two verifiable trust properties. The model can simply refined to include more notions and properties.
This paper elaborates on how the autonomous system research can benefit from refinement-based formal
methods in terms of modelling trust. The abstraction technique aids the modelling and verification
process in step-wise manner, where instead of a single complex model, the formal model is gradually
built through refinement levels, hence easier to be understood and proved. Also the Event-B formal
method provides the verification techniques (theorem proving and ProB model checking [8]) in each
refinement level, to ensure the trustworthiness of autonomous systems.

Contributions to Autonomous Systems (AS): In AS, replacing human decision-making with ma-
chine decision-making results in challenges associated with stakeholders’ trust. Trustworthiness of an
AS is key to its wide-spread adoption by society. To develop a trusted AS, it is important to understand
how different stakeholders perceive an AS as trusted, and how the context of application affects their per-
ceptions. The translation of trust issues into formalised solutions is challenging due to trust dynamics.
In this work, we try to advance in this direction by utilising the ability of Event-B as a refinement-based
formal method to manage the lack of information when modelling trust in multi-agent systems. High-
level model aids to abstract away the uncertain/unknown trust specifications. We introduced the notion
of actual trust versus statistical trust, toward trusting to an AS due to its safety checks, like, inherent
uncertainties in the environment, diversity in the requirements and needs of different users and contexts
of application. We formalised the notion of actual trust using Event-B formal modelling followed by
verifying the safety properties of it. The actual trust notions is modelled and verified in three levels:
strategic trust, epistemic trust and commitment trust.

Future directions: This formal modelling and verification approach for trust in autonomous systems
can be extended in several directions. One avenue is via integrating Event-B models with Alternating-
Time Temporal Logic [13] to allow more expressive temporal specifications and model checking of trust
properties, e.g., in the context of connected mobility systems. Further research can also investigate grada-
tion of trust (as a quantifiable notion) and formally relating trust and neighbouring notions in multiagent
settings such as responsibility [12]. Quantifying trust based on strategy lengths and information-theoretic
notions may also complement the approach pursued here. Overall, rigorous formal methods can provide
significant assurances about trustworthy autonomy and human-AI partnerships, especially for safety-
critical applications.
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